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BLIND CAT PENS INSPIRATIONAL BOOK
Peter W Cat has had a rough life. After being rescued and
brought into a loving home, he suffered detached retinas
and became blind. However, he has never let his troubles
dampen his indomitable spirit. He shares his wisdom in
twenty collected inspirations accompanied by whimsical
artwork and short anecdotes in his first book, Living
Happy: Insights from a Blind Kitty.
A rescue kitty himself, Pete hopes to call attention to
rescue animals as well as handicapped animals, and show
everyone that Living Happy can be as simple as Being A
Buddy.
With genuine and heartfelt messages designed to uplift the
spirit and artwork to delight, Living Happy: Insights from
a Blind Kitty is a keepsake to inspire, uplift, and warm the
hearts of readers of all ages.

Living Happy: Insights from a Blind Kitty is available on Amazon.com
http://amzn.to/1rn6eYa
END

Peter W. Cat

Pete was born and lives in Ohio, just 30 miles outside of Columbus. He resides with his second
family, who rescued him. He isn’t sure how old he is, but is definitely a mature cat. The first
people with whom he lived abused, declawed, and abandoned him to fend for himself outside. In
spite of the cruel treatment, Pete has always remained cheerful and affectionate.
In September of 2013 Pete suffered from detached retinas and went blind. But due to his own
determination and with a little help from his family, he learned how to adjust to his new lifestyle.
You can contact Pete at Petewhitecat@yahoo.com or visit his website at
http://peteworld.weebly.com/

Author Questionnaire with Peter W. Cat
Q: Where did you get your idea for your book, Living Happy: Insights from a Blind Kitty?
A: I was inspired from my own personal life.
Q: Your blind. Were you born that way?
A: No, I went blind in September of 2013. It was scary at first, and I hid a lot hoping my family
wouldn’t notice. I wasn’t sure if they would still let me live there. But when they did notice,
they were very kind. They helped me learn how to get around and even taught me certain tricks
to help figure out what room I was in. In time I’ve adjusted back to an almost normal lifestyle.
Q: This is not the first family you’ve lived with.
A: No, this is my second home, but it is my first family. The first home I lived at treated me
cruelly. They would forget to feed me, pull on my tail hard (it is still sensitive to this day) and
hit me. I was screamed at and yelled at. They had me declawed...then abandoned me outside to
fend for myself. The family I live with now took me in and treated me like a cherished member.
Q: How did you get your name, Pete? It’s an unusual name for a cat.
A: When I could see, I liked to hide in small places, and sneak up on my family and the other
cats in the house. They started calling me “Sneaky Pete” and decided that I looked enough like a
“Pete” to name me that.
Q: Do you have any nicknames?
A: They also call me “Buddy” and “Pedro” and “Bubbles”
Q: Why should people read Living Happy: Insights from a Blind Kitty?
A: Living Happy: Insights from a Blind Kitty will encourage people to keep positive even when
things seem at their worst. It will help them cheer up, and help them gain inspiration. I’ve seen
the worst side of life, and I’ve been dealt things that would devastate many others – and my little
book of wisdom will inspire others to overcome adversary and difficult times. It will show them
that nothing is impossible, even when it seems that it is.
Q: What ages is this book for?
A: It can and should be enjoyed by people and cats of all ages!

